Handwriting recognition
Text messaging made easy. Now, you can write and send text messages
effortlessly with its enabled hand writing recognition function in various
languages, including Simplified and traditional Chinese, Thai and English*.
*Depending on individual market versions.

Capture the good times
Never let a fleeting moment pass you by with the built in 1.3 megapixel
camera with a 4x digital zoom for pictures and video recording that magnifies
your images by four times.

Tuning in
Listen to your favourite radio stations and get the latest news while you’re
on the go. Save up to 20 stations to keep yourself entertained. With the
RDS (Radio Data Support), the Z558i displays the name of the station you’re
tuning into for your convenience.

Optional accessories
Stereo Portable Hands free HPM-70
Tune out the noise with these ergonomically correct ear buds that
isolate sound, providing the best tone quality to your music. With
the 3.5mm plug, you’re free to switch headphones at any time to fit
the occasion.
Desk Stand CDS-60

Express yourself with ease
Sleek and compact, the Z558i embodies taste and
style. Enjoy the handwriting recognition function, FM
radio, Bluetooth™ and camera features made to
enhance your lifestyle.

Move files between your phone and computer with the Desk Stand
supported by an additional charger and USB cable. It powers up
your phone and keeps your address book and calendar up to date,
definitely your indispensable assistant.
Bluetooth“ Headset HBH-PV705
Small and comfortable, the wireless headset has remarkable talk
and standby times. Enjoy long conversations over Bluetooth™ for
a more stable connection.

Key features

I
the little details

Technical specifications
Screen
1.9” LCD 262K Colour TFT 176X220 pixels
Sound
Polyphonic ringtones 40
Available colour
Espresso Black
Size
87 x 45 x 20.5mm
Weight
95g
Talktime
Up to 5.3 hours

Communicate with style

Standby time
Up to 320 hours

The sleek Z558i fits perfectly into your life, adding
a touch of flaire.

Messaging
SMS, MMS and email
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